Modelling of protein-protein interactions in signal transduction is receiving increased attention in computational biology. This paper describes recent research in the application of Maude, a symbolic language founded on rewriting logic, to the modelling of functional domains within signalling proteins. Protein functional domains (PFDs) are a critical focus of modern signal transduction research. In general, Maude models can simulate biological signalling networks and produce specific testable hypotheses at various levels of abstraction. Developing symbolic models of signalling proteins containing functional domains is important because of the potential to generate analyses of complex signalling networks based on structure-function relationships.
INTRODUCTION
After the recent successful completion of the Human Genome Project and the rather surprising realisation that the number of human genes is approximately 30,000, versus earlier estimates exceeding 100,000, much attention is now focused on proteomics to understand the stunning complexity characteristic of biological phenomena. The problem is forbidding. Some estimate the number of proteins known to biology to number in the millions. 1 At any given time the human cell expresses more than 30,000 proteins. 2 Further, depending on the biochemical context in which they are located, proteins interact with each other in serial or parallel fashion, forming a complex chain of reactions that is ultimately expressed in biological functions such as signal transduction and metabolism. Research to elucidate these processes is vast and is growing rapidly. Therefore, an important focus of current work in systems biology is the development of databases, software tools and models to aid in the representation of protein-protein interactions. These computational resources cover a spectrum of functionality, from repositories of known results to executable symbolic models that enable investigators to reason about processes and obtain testable hypotheses relating to novel interactions.
In this paper, recent research in the nascent field of symbolic modelling of protein functional domains (PFDs) in signal transduction is reviewed. To introduce this, related work in symbolic modelling is reviewed, followed by a brief introduction to PFDs. The paper concludes with a discussion.
SYMBOLIC MODELS OF SIGNALLING NETWORKS
Broadly speaking, there appear to be two types of approaches to modelling molecular signalling networks. A traditional approach entails detailed analysis of systems of differential equations containing rates, concentrations, 3D structural details and other physical parameters. 3, 4 This quantitative approach can yield considerable insights into the behaviour of signalling networks. Obtaining accurate rates, concentrations and other necessary continuous parameters of intracellular biomolecules is often a daunting if not impossible task, however, especially given the possibility of random effects. A further complication is that multiple biochemical processes typically interact and entwine in complex ways that could depend on the relative proximity and 3D structural geometries of the molecules involved. Quantitative analyses that take into account all such factors can rapidly become computationally intractable. For these reasons, researchers have recently begun to develop models of signalling processes at higher levels of abstraction. The view here is that biomolecules are performing a type (or types) of concurrent computation as they interact with each other in the formation of signalling or metabolic pathways and networks. The challenge, then, is to model the logic of this computation in a formal and rigorous way. This qualitative approach represents molecular signalling networks in terms of logical abstractions drawn from algebraic and computational frameworks that have been successful in modelling analogous, if non-biological, processes.
In such models, biochemical components of signalling or metabolic processes are represented as discrete symbols, together with algebraic rules governing the interactions between these symbols. Such an approach, widely used in other fields such as computer/network design, 5, 6 is an abstraction of signalling processes that avoids the complexity of incorporating continuous physiological details, and yet enables productive, rigorous reasoning. Modelling can occur at several levels of abstraction, each level being appropriate for a different purpose. At one level it is useful and sufficient to know that protein X interacts with proteins Y and Z in a certain signalling pathway. A finer level of abstraction, resulting in deeper insights, would model the specific structures within proteins X, Y and Z that modulate these interactions. The potential problem of combinatorial explosion of system states is managed by addition of suitable constraints on the rules governing state transitions.
An example of the symbolic approach (which includes representations of PFDs) is the application of ð-calculus, originally devised to model concurrent computing 7 to biochemical signalling processes such as the RTK-MAPK pathway. 8 Interestingly, the original ð-calculus admits an extension enabling the modelling of stochastic effects. 9 This stochastic picalculus has been used to augment the original ð-calculus model of biochemical pathways with probabilistic effects. 10 Other examples of symbolic modelling include pathway databases such as Ecocyc 11 and use of Petri Nets.
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Pathway logic 13, 14 is an example of the formal logic approach in which the rewriting logic language Maude 15, 16 is being used to model part of the mammalian epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) system. Rewriting logic 17 is a logical framework for modelling the time evolution of concurrent systems in which the states of the system are (equivalence classes of) terms, and state transitions are performed by applying rewrite rules concurrently to the terms in these states. Among other features, it supports multiple levels of abstraction, and reflection, which is the ability of a computing system to examine the results of its own computations and modify its future behaviour accordingly.
It has been shown 13, 14 that rewriting logic models of biological signalling networks can yield insights into the functional interactions of the molecules that constitute cellular signalling processes. Given the power of this approach for modelling the interactions of large collections of signalling proteins, a reasonable next step is to determine whether such models can successfully represent individual proteins in terms of the critical structures by which they interact with other molecules. while still retaining the ability to physically interact with a physiological target. 18 These interactions can be with the same PFD class (a homotypic interaction) or a different one (a heterotypic interaction), but not both. Examples of domains relevant to the example discussed here are the death domain (DD) and death effector domain (DED). 18 Homotypic interaction of PFDs can result in the formation of multimeric protein signalling complexes such as the tumour necrosis factor receptor-1 (TNF-R1) trimer symbolised in the example below.
PROTEIN FUNCTIONAL DOMAINS
It has become apparent that signalling proteins must behave combinatorially to generate the high levels of complexity and versatility observed in signalling networks, and that PFDs are responsible for at least part of this capability. [18] [19] [20] Basic knowledge of PFDs indicates that some general principles can be inferred from the vast amount of empirical evidence of the existence and interactions of families of domains.
USING MAUDE TO MODEL PFDS IN SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION
In the following we describe an example of representing and simulating PFDs in signalling networks using Maude. 21 For convenience we shall refer to it as the ELLST model. In Maude, the state of a system (the EGFR network, the TNF-R pathway, etc) is represented as a term in an equational theory, and rewrite rules are used to describe local changes that could occur when an instance of the left-hand side of a rule exists in a cellular signalling system. 13, 14 Rewriting modulo equations allows the natural representation of systems consisting of (multi-) sets of concurrently interacting biological entities. Rewriting logic allows reasoning about complex changes that could occur given the possible transitions specified by a particular symbolic model. These complex changes could be concurrent (different parts of a cellular compartment could change simultaneously and independently) and/or multi-step in nature. Thus, under very reasonable assumptions rewrite theories can be executed in Maude to describe a biological signalling process as it evolves according to a symbolic model, and formally analysed to reason about properties of the states reachable from a given initial state. Computational analyses that can be performed using Maude include static analysis, forward simulation, forward search, backward search, explicit state model checking and metaanalysis. 13, 14 Representing proteins and PFDs using Maude
In Maude, data types are referred to as sorts. Maude uses predefined constructs called operators (ops) to specify sorts of arbitrary complexity. Typically, a sort is first specified by an op and instances of that sort are then defined using equations (eqs). 15, 16 The sorts of fundamental interest in ELLST are proteins and PFDs. Here, a protein is modelled as a list of domains with the amino terminal at the head and the carboxyl terminal at the tail. For example, the established domains in the guanine nucleotide exchange factor Dbs are designated Sec14, Spec, Spec, DH, PH and SH3, in that order. 20 In the ELLST specification 21 being reviewed here, the protein Dbs is defined by the following equation:
A glossary of terms is given in Table 1 . 15, 16 For example, the PFD link, ,TRADD, 1. Ã , FADD, 2 . states that the first PFD (DD) in the adapter protein TNFRassociated death domain (TRADD) binds the second one (DD) in the adapter protein Fas-associated death domain (FADD). 18 Finally, a signalling complex is a non-empty collection of PFD links satisfying (1) that no PFD link occurs more than once (set property) and (2) that if there are two or more PFD links then at least one protein in every PFD link is the same as a protein in at least one other PFD link. The second constraint is a connectedness requirement, ensuring that there are no 'orphan' PFD links in a signalling complex. Examples of signalling complexes are presented in the 'Examples' section below.
PFD links and signalling complexes
ELLST provides numerous utility functions to support the development of models for signalling complexes. 21 These functions facilitate the representation of relationships between and among the participating molecular entities, descriptions of system states, and the dynamic evolution from state to state. Static system states are represented using an algebra described in the section on static state description below. The dynamics of these systems are represented and effected by rules (rls) and conditional rules (crls) that determine how they change from state to state. [13] [14] [15] Rules involving PFDs are described in the 'Expressing system dynamics as PFD theories' section below.
Static state description
The purpose of the static state description is to represent relationships between the entities in a signalling complex (signalling molecules, PFDs, PFD links, etc.). It is convenient to place within a general entity called a Soup. In Maude, this relationship is expressed by the following: 
Expressing system dynamics as PFD theories
The sections above describe how ELLST represents static system states. The formation of cellular signalling networks is a dynamic process modulated by biochemical events such as receptor activation, post-translational modification of proteins, and protein-protein interactions through PFDs. 18, 20 ELLST models this process using Maude rules (rls) and conditional rules (crls). These rewrite rules, called PFD theories, are applied by Maude to rewrite (transform) the system from one state to the other, as explained earlier. 21 An example of a rule (a fragment of a PFD theory) is the following (in ELLST the domain TRADD-N is denoted TRADDN): rl[3:FADD:to:procaspase] :
( , FADD, 1 . Ã , pro-caspase-8,
Here, the semicolon is an operator developed to concatenate PFD links and signalling complexes. The above rule states that whenever a signalling complex contains a PFD link in which the DD of TRADD binds with the DD of FADD, the addition (recruitment) of pro caspase-8 causes the signalling complex to contain a PFD link between the DED of FADD and that of pro caspase-8. The term in square brackets following 'rl' in the above is a rule label. Rule labels can be used to manage rules. 13, 14 This rule is applied during the course of execution of a Maude specification whenever the state of the system matches the left side of the rule, (the term to the left of the ! symbol).
Additional criteria for applying rules can be specified using conditional rules Thus, a researcher could select a set of signalling proteins within a specific set of initial conditions in a Maude model and execute the model using one or more built-in rewrite strategies. Using the search command, all possible outcomes could be found and the steps leading to each outcome could be displayed. Alternatively, using a model-checker, queries or conjectures about the possible reachable states could be tested and counter-examples analysed.
Levels of abstraction in PFD theories
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Examples Figure 2 displays three signalling complexes, somewhat simplified for ease of exposition, arising from DISC formation involving TNF-R1. 18, 19 A portion of this pathway is depicted in Figure 1 . The adaptor protein TRADD is depicted as possessing a DD 18 as well as TRADD-N, its N-terminal domain. 19 The complex is shown as already consisting of TNF-R1 trimers, which form through interactions of cysteine-rich regions of their extracellular region in response to the binding of TNF trimers. Similarly, the TRAF2 adaptor protein trimerises through its N-terminal region to bring TRAFc PFDs together in the DISC.
To exemplify the capabilities of Maude for modelling PFD theories, the signalling 
(Formation of PFD-Links is modelled by rewrite rules in ELLST)
Represented as a Protein -Domain pair <FADD,1> in ELLST model complexes illustrated in Figure 2 can be derived using a PFD theory. This task first requires descriptions of the relevant proteins in terms of their PFD lists. A code fragment is shown below:
ops TNF-R1 TRADD FADD RIP TRAF2 pro-caspase-8 :
Here, TNF-R1 is the TNF-R1 trimer in Figure 1 . 
The model is executed using the following Maude rewrite command:
The system state above is one in which the TNF-R1 trimer reacts within a cellular environment (context) containing the proteins TRADD, FADD and pro caspase-8. Maude then applies the rules encoded in the ELLST model to produce the following state (signalling complex). This complex is the Maude (and ELLST) representation of the signalling complex shown in Figure 1 and schematically in Figure 2 (a); result SigComplex:
Similarly, by executing the rewrite commands with TNF-R1, TRADD and RIP, and with TNF-R1, TRADD and System accurately models known signalling complexes TRAF2, other known signalling complexes can be obtained.
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Modelling abstract PFD theories This rule is more abstract in the sense that it is expressed using protein variables rather than specific proteins such as TRADD. Another example of an abstract rule is crl [3] below, which determines whether the protein P1 has a PFD in common with at least one protein in the signalling complex {PSC}. If so, it invokes the function makeLinkProtInSC, creating the corresponding PFD link and adding it to the signalling complex.
In ELLST, a specification containing general rules such crl[2.DED.with.DED ] and crl [3] Figure 3 , which includes all the PFD links in Figure  2 and arising from the application of PFD interactions. 18 The ELLST model should be regarded as a step in the right direction towards modelling finer details of proteinprotein interactions in signalling networks. Protein domain biology, however, is complex, and includes important aspects such as specificity residues and post-translational modifications. Specificity residues are important because SH2 domain interactions are modulated by residues around the phosphorylated tyrosine which vary across different SH2 domains. Another issue is that domains do not bind only to other domains but also to other kinds of intra-protein structures such as peptide motifs. In other words, the challenge is to construct useful symbolic models that account for the intricacies of protein domain biology. In this regard, the model of abstract protein-protein interactions in Eker et al. 13, 14 is being extended to more detailed representation of signalling at the level of PFD binding and signalling complex formation (K. Laderoute and C. Talcott, private communication).
The ELLST model can be extended to include other details of domain biology. For example, the representation of proteins as lists could include other kinds of list elements than domains. List elements could consist of complex objects containing details such as the distance between successive list elements, parameters(s) of the 3D structure local to the element and others. With these enhancements, rules and conditional rules can be constructed to modulate more complex interactions. Also, Maude's reflection and meta-analysis capabilities hold the promise of automating the inference of general PFD theories from introspection of system behaviours arising while executing specific PFD theories. We can reasonably expect meaningful biological insights, including novel testable hypotheses, to emerge as executable symbolic models increase in sophistication and scope.
